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Abstract Nowadays, cloud computing is revolutioniz-

ing the services provided through the Internet to adapt

itself in order to keep the quality of its services. Re-

cent research foresees the advent of a new discipline of

agent-based cloud computing systems, that can make

decisions about adaption in an uncertain environment.

This paper discusses the role of argumentation in the

next generation of agreement technologies and its use

in cloud computing environments.
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1 Introduction

Nowadays, the cloud computing paradigm has emerged

as a key component of the Future Internet. Concurrent

research in the new area of cloud computing is putting

an end on the everlasting problem of limited availabil-

ity of computing resources. A cloud computing system

must readjust its resources by taking into account the

demand for its services. At technological level, the diffi-

culties have been overcome in large part due to the use
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of virtualization of hardware resources [17]. However,

how to assign the physical infrastructure among vir-

tual machines is a current topic in some research fields

[4]. This raises the need for designing protocols that

provide the individual components of the cloud archi-

tecture with the ability to self-adapting and of reach

agreements in order to deal with the changes in the

demand of services.

In order to solve this problem, recent research has

led to the advent of a new discipline of agent-based

cloud computing systems for the future Internet [2].

The possibility of applying multi-agent systems (MAS),

based on virtual organization (VO) leans to countless

advantages due to the ability of these systems to adap-

tion based on incomplete information of an open en-

vironment. Thus, the infrastructure resources will be

managed in an elastic and intelligent way. Moreover re-

cent developments in argumentation-based agreement

models have provided the necessary technology to allow

agents to engage in argumentation dialogues, harmo-

nize beliefs, negotiate, collaboratively solve problems,

etc [1]. In these argumentation frameworks agents are

able to argue and reach agreements. The time has now

come to bring the new developments of the Future In-

ternet into the picture.

Conventional diagrams found on the Internet (and

many computational models for reaching agreements)

leave out the most numerous and important routers of

all - people [3]. Taking systems of people and agents op-

erating at a large scale into consideration offers an enor-

mous potential for tackling complex applications and

new business models. Therefore, in the next generation

of agreement technologies, humans and agents should

have the ability to establish a series of relationships,

forming what might be called human-agent societies

[19], and to reach agreements by using the unlimited
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computational resources provided by cloud computing

systems.

Mutual contributions in agreement technologies,

multi-agent systems and cloud computing can advance

research in these areas to the final establishment of the

Future Internet.

This paper introduces the potential role of argu-

mentation in the next generation of agreement tech-

nologies for cloud computing environments. Among the

potential applications of argumentation in this area,

the main focus here will be in the specific domain of

the re-distribution of resources in cloud computing sys-

tems. Section 2 presents +Cloud, a new cloud comput-

ing system based on MAS. The section explains our

argumentation and provides an example of operation.

Then, Section 4 introduces related works and future

challenges and summarises the results of this study.

2 Argumentation-based Approach for Resource

re-Distribution in a Cloud Computing

Environment

2.1 Preliminaries

As shown in Figure 1, a cloud computing environment

can be analyzed from two points of view. From an exter-

nal viewpoint, which is the perspective of the users (de-

velopers, manager, administrators, or end users), and

from an internal viewpoint that includes all technical

and deploy details about the computation environment.

– At the external level, a cloud computing system is

composed of a set of services which are offered to the

users. These services can be of three types: Software,

Plataform and Infrastructure; commonly known as

XaaS (X as a Service) [16]. The software and plat-

form services can be considered as web applications

with special features with regards to how they store

their state or information. In this study, we use the

term service to refer to each of these application. In-

frastructure services, on the other hand, are not web

applications, but they are a way of offering compu-

tational resources.

– At the internal level, the system consists of a set of

physical machines (servers) which contribute to the

system by means of their computational resources

(processing capacity, volatile memory, etc.). Phys-

ical machines have basically two states: available

or turn on or not available or turn off. The avail-

able physical machines host abstractions of hard-

ware called virtual machines.

Finally, it should be noted that it is not only nec-

essary to have physical machines, but also the vir-

tual machines as well have to be connected among

them through an internal network. The features and

topology of this network are not taken into account

in this study.

A cloud computing environment by definition is a

high availability system, which means that the qual-

ity of the services has to keep regular independently

of their demand. In practice this means that each of

the services at the PaaS or SaaS level have to deploy

in n virtual machines. These virtual machines have to

be distributed among m physical machines (m ≥2 ). In

this context, the services, which are deployed among

several virtual machines, consume the resources of the

own virtual machines (and hence, of the physical ones)

depending on the demand at each moment. In order to

maintain a quality level of the service, the number of

virtual machines (and physical servers) must grow or

decrease according to demand; which is referred to as

elastic services.

Fig. 1 External and internal view in a cloud computing en-
vironment

The latest generation of virtualization environments

allows the resources available in the physical machines

to be dynamically distributed among the virtual ma-

chines according to the current needs [17]. Therefore, it

is not only possible to redistribute the resources of each

physical machine among its virtual machines, but it is

also possible to redistribute the resources at a global

level among the entire cloud system. This means, for

example that it is possible to switch on or switch off vir-

tual machines in a specific physical server at any given

moment, or even, to migrate virtual machines in execu-

tion between physical servers.

Nowadays, the greatest challenge in a cloud envi-

ronment is how to efficiently re-distribute the available

resources offered by physical machines among a variable

set of virtual machines, taking into account the demand

for the services offered by the system. In this section we
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propose an argumentation-based approach to deal with

the problem of resource re-distribution during a peak

service demand in a cloud computing platform.

2.2 +Cloud Architecture

+Cloud is a platform based on the cloud computing

paradigm. This platform allows services to be offered at

the PaaS (Platform as a Service) and SaaS (Software

as a Service) levels. The SaaS services are offered to

the final users in terms of web applications, while the

PaaS services are offered as web services. Both PaaS

and SaaS layers are deployed using an IaaS (Infras-

trucuture as a Service) layer, which provides a virtual

hosting service with automatic scaling and functions for

balancing workload. The IaaS layer is composed of the

physical environment (the internal view) which allows

the abstraction of resources shaped as virtual machines;

however, the system does not offer this kind of service

to the end users. A more detailed description of each

layer is provided below:

SaaS Layer. This layer hosts a wide set of cloud ap-

plications. +Cloud as environment offers a set of

native applications to manage the complete cloud

environment: virtual desktop, user control panel and

administration panel.

At this level, users have a personalized virtual desk-

top from which they can access their applications

in the cloud environment, and other more general

third party applications that use the services from

the PaaS layer in order to save its state, enabling

the elasticity of each application and the cloud en-

vironment in general.

PaaS Layer. The PaaS layer is oriented to offer ser-

vices to the upper layer, and is supported by the

lower IaaS layer. The PaaS layer provides services

through RESTful web services [21] in an API for-

mat. One of the more notable services among the

APIs is the identification of users and applications,

a simple non-relational database service and a file

storage area that controls versions and simulates

a directory structure.The components of this layer

are:

– the IdentityManager, which is the module of

+Cloud in charge of offering authentication ser-

vices to clients and applications;

– the File Storage Service (FSS), which provides

an interface for a container of files, emulating a

directory structure in which the files are stored

with a set of metadata, thus facilitating retrieval,

indexing, search, etc; The implementation is based

on the combination of several technologies such

as GlusterFS [22] and MongoDB [23].

– and the Object Storage Service (OSS), which pro-

vides a simple and flexible schemaless data base

service oriented towards documents.

IaaS Layer. The objective of this layer is to offer this

infrastructure service to upper layers of +Cloud

(SaaS and PaaS). The key characteristic on a cloud

environment is that the hardware layer includes the

physical infrastructure layer and the virtual one (in

terms of virtual machines). The virtual resources

(number and performance of the processors, mem-

ory, disk space, etc.) are shown as unlimited, but

they are supported by a limited number of physical

resources, although the final user has the view of

unlimited resources.

The virtual and physical resources are managed dynam-

ically. To this end, a virtual organization of intelligent

agents that monitor and manage the platform resources

is used. This organization implements an argumentation-

based agreement technology in order to achieve the dis-

tribution of resources depending on the needs of the

whole system.

2.3 +Cloud Multiagent System.

The redistribution of resources can be seen from two

points of view, from a micro level, and from a macro

level. At the micro level, the system contains the redis-

tribution of resources among virtual machines hosted

within a single host. That is, a physical server has a

number of available physical resources (processing, mem-

ory and disk) that have to be shared between different

hosts virtual machines, leaving a minimal set of re-

sources available to the host itself. At this level, the

main objective is to maximize the use of resources,

therefore, the intention is take out the underutilized

resources of the system. Consequently, the physical ma-

chine and the hosted virtual machines will each make

high use of physical resources available. At the macro

level, however, the system contains the global redistri-

bution of resources within the Cloud. This means that

start or stop virtual machines on physical servers, or

even migrate machines between physical servers, are

available at all times. At the macro level, the goal is

to minimize the use of resources, so that the largest

number of machines remain disabled, but always main-

taining the goal of high availability as a priority. Thus,

power consumption and cooling requirements are re-

duced and the lifetime of physical machines is extended,

which in turn makes it possible to reduce the mainte-

nance cost of the cloud environment as well.
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Fig. 2 Virtual Organizations for Elastic Management of Resources

In +Cloud, the elastic management of the available

resources was done by a Multi-agent System (MAS)

based on Virtual Organizations (VO), see Figure 1.

With this approach it is more easier to design the over-

all system[18]. In the +Cloud VO there is a set of agents

that are especially involved in the adaptation of the sys-

tem resources in view of the changing demand of the of-

fered services. Figure 2 presents the different roles that

+Cloud agents can play. These are the following:

– Service Demand Monitor (SDM), in charge of mon-

itoring each demand service which is offered by
+Cloud, which means service at SaaS and PaaS lev-

els. There is one agent of this type per each kind of

service. These agents will be able to offer informa-

tion about not only the current demand, but also

history of demands as well. They incorporate a load

balancer to redirect the request to the different vir-

tual machine which are offering the service at each

time.

– Service Supervisor (SS), this role is responsible for

making decisions about each individual service. It

receives information from the SDM of the same type

of service, and is responsible for taking action if the

quality level is not what is intended or if an error is

occurring. There is one for each service and it is in

the same virtual machine hosting the SDM of the

same service, which in turn incorporates the load

balancer service.

– Local Resource Monitor (LRM). in charge of know-

ing the usage level of the virtual resources for each

virtual machine. There is one in each physical server

and each one has all the knowledge about the phys-

ical resource and its virtual machine. However, it

does not have any knowledge about other nodes in

the cloud environment.

– Local Manager (LM), in charge of allocating the re-

sources of a single physical machine among its vir-

tual machines and its own physical machine. There

is one in each physical server and the knowledge is

provided by the LRM of the same physical machine.

It is able to redistributed the resources among the

virtual machines based on its own knowledge, it also

can turn on or shutdown a virtual machine of a give

service. It can make autonomous decisions based on

its knowledge.

– Global Regulator (GR), in charge of negotiating the

redistribution the resources at global level with its

peers. This includes 1) Migration of virtual machines

between physical servers; 2) Creation/Destruction

of physical resources (turn on/turn off physical servers),

as well as virtual resources (instantiating/ stopping

virtual machines); or simply (3) redistribution of the

resources in each physical server among its virtual

resources. There is one in each physical server.

– Global Supervisor (GS), which oversees and ensures

that the other agents of the VO work correctly. In

the event of something failing, or that one of the

agents does not respond to its messages, this role

should take the necessary actions to restore the sys-

tem to a functioning state. Also, it may act as a

judge in the event that GR that actors cannot agree

on a particular service.
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– Hardware Manager (HM), the goal of this role is to

manage the hardware that is in use and on standby

at all times. It is able to start and stop hardware,

as well as know the status for each system.

– Network Monitor (NM), this role can monitor the

network from the point of view of each single physi-

cal machine. This information allows the algorithm

to make better decisions in an argument.

In this system, a peak in the demand of a specific

service can give rise to an overload of one or more of the

virtual machines that provide this service. Therefore,

the system has to re-distribute its virtual and physi-

cal resources to cope with this problem. As indicated,

resource redistribution can be done at the micro level

and macro level; let us call them intra-machine or inter-

machine, respectively.

Although the intra-machine level is not within the

scope of this study, it is noteworthy that the redistri-

bution of resources is made by the LM agent based on

information provided by the LRM agent. Both agents

are located in the physical machine. A model case-based

reasoning that has a level of total knowledge is used to

perform resource allocation.

When an LM agent detects that the physical server

has insufficient resources to meet the demand for the

service, or when an SS agent detects that the quality

of service is not adequate, it is necessary to distribute

to the macro level (inter-machine). It can also happen

that the LM agent detects that the physical machine

is underutilized, at which point it may try to offer its

resources or even turn off the physical machine to save

energy.

In these situations, the GR agents can implement

several potential agreement processes in order to decide

the best option for re-distributing physical resources

among existing virtual machines in the overall cloud

environment. Several types of solutions can be identi-

fied as potential outcomes of the agreement processes

established:

– Basic Solution, consists of determining a set of phys-

ical machines that have to redistribute their internal

resources to resolve the performance issues on their

virtual machines.

– Easy Solution, consists of instantiating (starting) a

new virtual machine of a particular service on a

server that has sufficient resources. In most cases

this also involves the Basic Solution in the machine

that hosts the new virtual machine.

– Complex Solution, consists of migrating one or more

virtual machines (running) between physical ma-

chines, resulting in a redistribution of global resources.

This solution is only possible if the network load

level is not high.

– Expensive Solution, consists of starting a new phys-

ical machine and migrating virtual machines from

other physical machines to this new available server.

This solution is only possible if the network load

level is not high.

– Half Solution, consists of starting a new physics ma-

chine, and instantiating a new virtual machine for

a particular service.

– Cheap Solution, consists of migrating all virtual ma-

chines from one physical server to other physical ma-

chines so that the physical machine can be turned

off.

– Cheap and Easy Solution, consists of turning off the

virtual machines from one physical server so that

the physical machine can be turned off.

Any of these solutions entails an underlaying negoti-

ation process to allocate virtual and physical resources

among services to solve the overload problem. However,

it is not our aim in this study to discuss the best ne-

gotiation mechanism to implement the solution itself,

but to provide the agents of the system with the ability

of engaging in an argumentation dialogue to collabora-

tively decide which would be the best solution to make

before starting the negotiation. Our hypothesis is that

agents may make the most of their experience and help

each other to avoid complex negotiation processes that

have a lower probability of ending in a successful alloca-

tion of resources in view of similar previous experiences.

In this sense, our approach can be viewed as a model to

guide the negotiation process and maximize its success.

3 Argumentation Model for Cloud Computing

paradigm

In [1, Chapter 3] we presented a computational case-

based argumentation framework that agents can use

to engage in an agreement process to make a decision

about a problem at hand. We assume that a problem

can be characterised by a set of features that describe

it. In this study, we apply this framework to model the

argumentation dialogue among agents in the +Cloud

platform.

This section summarises the main components of

the framework, introduces the communication proto-

col that agents use to exchange their positions and ar-

guments and finally, shows the preliminary evaluation

results of the system presented in this work. In this

system, agents are able to have an argumentation di-

alogue with their peers and learn from the experience

by following a case-based reasoning process (i.e. saving
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the knowledge acquired as cases in case-bases). Also,

the agents of our framework use an argumentation pro-

tocol to manage positions and arguments during the

argumentation dialogue. By this protocol, agents ex-

change ACL messages with specific locutions trying to

reach an agreement about the best solution to apply for

a specific problem. The full explanation about the rea-

soning process that agents use to generate, select and

evaluate their positions and arguments is outside of the

scope of this paper and can be found at [5]. Further-

more, the entire communication protocol is defined in

[1, Chapter 4].

3.1 Argumentation Framework

Our case-based argumentation framework defines two

types of knowledge resources that the agents can use to

manage arguments (see Section 3.2 for specific examples

in our application domain):

A case-base with domain-cases, represents previ-

ous problems and their solutions. Agents can use

this knowledge resource to generate their positions

in a dialogue and arguments to support them by

reusing the solutions applied to previous similar prob-

lems. Therefore, the position of an agent represents

the solution that this agent proposes. Also, the ac-

quisition of new domain-cases increases the knowl-

edge of agents about the domain under discussion.

The structure of domain-cases that an argumenta-

tion system that implements our framework has de-

pends on the application domain.

A case-base with argument-cases, stores the in-

formation about a previous argument that an agent

posed in a certain step of a dialogue with other

agents. Agents in our framework can use argument-

cases 1) to generate new arguments; 2) to select the

best position to put forward in view of past argu-

mentation experiences; and 3) to store the new ar-

gumentation knowledge gained in each agreement

process, improving the agents’ argumentation skills.

Their structure is generic and domain-independent.

A set of argumentation-schemes, represents stereo-

typed patterns of reasoning [20]. Argumentation-

schemes consists of a set of premises from which

agents can draw specific conclusions. In this sense,

argumentation-schemes represent general rules that

hold in the domain under discussion (e.g. regarding

exceptional situations that force agents to select an

specific type of solution). In addition, argumentation-

schemes include a set of critical questions that rep-

resent possible ways of attacking the conclusion drawn

from the scheme (e.g. exceptions to the rule, other

sources of information that invalidate the rule, etc.).

In our proposal, arguments that agents exchange

are tuples of the form Arg = {φ, v,< S >}, where φ

is the conclusion of the argument, v is the value that

the agent wants to promote and < S > is a set of

elements that justify the argument (the support set).

Therefore, we follow the approach of value-based ar-

gumentation frameworks [6], which assume that argu-

ments promote values and those values are the reason

that an agent may have to prefer one type of argu-

ment to another. Values in this work can be considered

as types of solutions. Then, an agent could prefer to

promote the quality of solutions and, for instance, pro-

pose an ”EasySolution” over a ”BasicSolution”, since

it knows by experience that the former type of solu-

tions achieve more successful results, for instance, in

re-distributing resources for a specific service. On the

other hand, another agent could prefer to promote more

economic solutions and, for instance, propose a ”Basic-

Solution” that re-distributes the existing resources of a

physical machine without incurring the cost associated

with booting a new machine or starting a migration.

Moreover, in our argumentation framework we take into

account the preferences (ValPref ) of each agent over

the set of values pre-defined in the system to select

among different arguments to propose. Furthermore,

the dependency relation between the proponent’s and

the opponent’s roles is also taken into account to evalu-

ate arguments from other agents. In our framework, we

consider three types of dependency relations (inherited

from [7]):

1. Power, when an agent has to accept a request from

another agent because of some pre-defined domina-

tion relationship between them (e.g. a hierarchy de-

fined over roles);

2. Autorisation, when an agent has committed itself

to another agent for a certain service and a request

from the latter leads to an obligation when the con-

ditions are met (e.g. agents in charge of virtual re-

sources distributed across different physical machines

that offer the same service); and

3. Charity, when an agent is willing to answer a request

from another agent without being obliged to do so

(e.g. an altruistic agent that selflessly shares its free

resources).

The support set S can consist of different elements,

depending on the argument purposed. For example, if

the argument justifies a potential solution for a prob-

lem, the support set is the set of features (premises)

that match the problem to solve, other extra premises

that do not appear in the description of this problem
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but that have been also considered to draw the con-

clusion of the argument, and optionally, any knowledge

resource used by the proponent to generate the argu-

ment (domain-cases, argument-cases or argumentation-

schemes). This type of argument is called a support ar-

gument. On the other hand, if the argument attacks

the argument of an opponent, the support set can also

include any of the allowed attack elements of our frame-

work. These are distinguishing premises, counter-examples,

or critical questions. A distinguishing premise is either

a premise that does not appear in the description of

the problem to solve and has different values for two

cases or a premise that appears in the problem de-

scription and does not appear in one of the cases. A

counter-example for a case is a previous case (i.e. a

domain-case or an argument-case), where the problem

description of the counter-example matches the current

problem to solve and also subsumes the problem de-

scription of the case, but proposing a different solution.

Also, as pointed out before, critical questions represent

potential attacks that can defeat the conclusion of an

argumentation-scheme. This other type of argument is

called an attack argument.

The structure of domain-cases and the concrete set

of argumentation-schemes that an argumentation sys-

tem that implements our framework has depends on the

application domain. However, the structure of argument-

cases is generic and domain-independent (see Table 1

for an example). Argument-cases store the information

about a previous argument that an agent posed in a

specific step of a dialogue with other agents.

In argument-cases we store a problem description

that has a domain context that consists of the premises

that characterise the argument. In addition, if we want

to store an argument and use it to generate a persuasive

argument in the future, the features that characterise

its social context must be kept as well. The social con-

text of the argument-case includes information about

the proponent and the opponent of the argument. More-

over, we also store the preferences (ValPref ) of each

agent or group over the set of values pre-defined in the

system. Finally, the dependency relation between the

proponent’s and the opponent’s roles is also stored.

In the solution part of argument-cases, we store the

conclusion of the case, the value promoted, and the

acceptability status of the argument at the end of the

dialogue are stored. The last feature shows whether the

argument was deemed acceptable, unacceptable or un-

decided in view of the other arguments that were put

forward in the agreement process. Attacked arguments

remain acceptable if the proponent of the argument is

able to rebut the attack received, or if the opponent

that put forward the attack withdraws it. This feature

is used in the argument management process of our

argumentation framework to represent the potentially

high persuasive power of current arguments that are

similar to previous arguments that were attacked but

remained acceptable at the end of the agreement pro-

cess (see [5] for a detailed explanation of this reasoning

process).

Finally, the justification part of an argument-case

stores the information about the knowledge resources

that were used to generate the argument represented by

the argument-case (the set of premises, domain-cases,

argument-cases or argumentation-schemes). In addition,

the justification of each argument-case has an associ-

ated dialogue-graph (or several), which represents the

dialogue where the argument was put forward. In this

way, the sequence of arguments that were put forward

in a dialogue is represented, storing the complete con-

versation as a directed graph that links argument-cases.

This graph can be used later to improve the efficiency

of an argumentation dialogue, for instance, finishing a

current dialogue that is very similar to a previous one

that proposed a solution that ended up in an unsuc-

cessful re-distribution of resources.

3.2 Example of argumentation Dialogue

In our framework, the protocol that agents use to ex-

change positions and arguments is represented by a set

of locutions and a state machine that defines the al-

lowed locutions that an agent can put forward in each

step of the argumentation dialogue (presented in Fig-

ure 5). The transitions between states depend on the

locutions that the agent can use in each step. The set

of locutions of our argumentation protocol are the fol-

lowing:

– open dialogue(as, q): an agent as opens the argu-

mentation dialogue, asking other agents to collabo-

rate to solve a problem q.

– enter dialogue(as, q): an agent as engages in the ar-

gumentation dialogue to solve the problem q.

– withdraw dialogue(as, q): an agent as leaves the ar-

gumentation dialogue to solve the problem q.

– propose(as, p): an agent as puts forward the position

p as its proposed solution to solve the problem under

discussion in the argumentation dialogue.

– why(as, ar, φ) (where φ can be a position p or an

argument arg): an agent as challenges the position

p or the argument arg of an agent ar, asking it for

a support argument.

– no commit(as, p): an agent as withdraws its posi-

tion p as a solution for the problem under discussion

in the argumentation dialogue.
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– assert(as, ar, arg): an agent as sends to an agent ar
an argument arg that supports its position.

– accept(as, ar, φ) (where φ can be an argument arg

or a position p): an agent as accepts the argument

arg or the position p of an agent ar.

– attack(as, ar, arg): an agent as challenges the argu-

ment arg of an agent ar.

– retract(as, ar, arg): an agent as informs an agent

ar that it withdraws the argument arg that it put

forward in a previous step of the dialogue.

In order to demonstrate how our argumentation frame-

work can be applied to manage the service overload

problem, this section will now describe the data-flow

for the argumentation dialogue among several global

regulators engaged in the agreement process.

The process starts when a service demand monitor

notices an overload in a file storage service (FSS) that

it controls. The service supervisor in charge of the vir-

tual machines that offer this service then sends the load

information about the resources associated to these vir-

tual machines to the local manager of the physical ma-

chine that hosts them. After that, the local manager

will analyse the demand of the service and ask the lo-

cal resource monitor for information about the physical

resources load. With all of this information, the local

manager will make the best decision to re-distribute its

virtual and physical resources to cope with this over-

load problem.

In this example, we assume that the local manager

decides that the re-distribution of resources to deal with

the peak of demand implies an inter-machine configu-

ration. Therefore, it transfers the information to the

service supervisor from which it received the overload
problem. This service supervisor notifies the global reg-

ulator of the same physical machine, and then it starts

an argumentation dialogue with its peers in other phys-

ical machines to decide which is the best solution to

propose to its service overload.

We also assume that there are global regulators con-

nected among them and that they are able to check the

positions proposed by other global regulators. Further-

more, all agents are collaborative and follow the com-

mon objective of providing the best solution by making

the most of their individual experiences. An agent that

proposes a position, let us say a proponent agent, tries

to persuade any potential opponent that has proposed

a different position to change its mind.

In this example, we consider the following values

that agents may want to promote:

– Quality: agents that promote this value will select

those solutions that improve the quality of the ser-

vice.

– Economy: agents that promote this value will se-

lect those solutions involving the lowest consump-

tion of resources.

For purposes of clarity, all agents belong to the same

group, although the scenario could be extended to con-

sider agents that belong to different groups, represent-

ing organisations (for instance, those which group to-

gether agents that manage the same type of services). In

addition, agents can play different roles (e.g. local man-

ager, global regulator, etc.) and even act as representa-

tives of a group (e.g in this agreement process, global

regulators represent the other agents of their physical

machine). Thus, this is a complex scenario that requires

an argumentation framework that is able to take into

account the social context of agents to properly manage

the argumentation process.

In this setting, let us suppose that two agents that

play the role of global regulators, GR2 and GR3, are

arguing with the global regulator that started the agree-

ment process, GR, to decide which is the best re-distribution

of resources to deal with the FSS overload. The value

preference order of GR1 promotes economy (EC) over

quality (QU) (promotes saving resources over provid-

ing high quality solutions, QU<EC). Also, the exam-

ple commands a dependency relation of charity (C)

between two global regulators, except for the case of

GR1, which has an authorisation dependency relation

(A) over the global regulators GR2 and GR3, which al-

lows it to ask them for resources to support the FSS

service. GR2 prefers economy over quality (QU<EC)

and GR3 prefers quality over economy (EC<QU). Also,

all agents have their own knowledge resources (domain-

cases case-base, argument-cases case-base and

argumentation-schemes ontology to generate, select and

evaluate positions and arguments).

The premises of the domain context would store

data about the overloaded resource and other domain-

dependent data about the current problem. For instance,

the premises that characterise the problem q to solve

are the following: service identifier (p1 = {”Service” =

FSS}), service current demand (p2 = {”Demand” =

SD1}), virtual machines associated (p3 = {”VMs” =

{VM1, V M2}}), physical resources associated to these

virtual machines (p4 = {”Resources” = {VM1R,

VM2R}}), and resources usage (p5 =

{”ResourcesUsage” = {VM1RU, VM2RU}}).
In the first step of the argumentation process, GR1

will open the dialogue with its peers by conveying them

the problem information to them with the locution

open dialogue. Then, global operators GR2 and GR3

will search their case-bases of domain-cases (DC2 and

DC3 respectively) to generate their positions. In this

case, the solution consists of a description, the solution
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type and the value promoted with this solution. Fig-

ure 3 presents a potential domain-case that GR2 could

retrieve to generate its recommended solution ”IR: In-

ternal Re-distribution” (since it has deemed it as similar

enough to the current problem), which proposes redis-

tributing resources inside the same physical machine,

which is a ”BasicSolution” solution that promotes econ-

omy. Note that in this example we assume that domain-

cases also store the type of solution that they represent.

Since GR2 has been able to generate a solution, it will

use the locution enter dialogue to engage in the argu-

mentation dialogue and propose to present its solution.

Fig. 3 Domain-Case DC2

In the case of GR3, Figure 4 shows that it has found

the domain-case DC3, which proposes an alternative

solution (e.g ”NVM: Instantiate a new VM”) that pro-

motes quality and has the type of solution ”EasySolu-

tion”. Again, since GR3 has been able to generate a so-

lution, it will use the locution enter dialogue to engage

in the argumentation dialogue and propose to present

its solution.

Fig. 4 Domain-Case DC3

Once the agents have proposed their positions, the

GR1 has to decide which between them could be the

best solution to apply. Therefore, it asks GR2 and GR3

to provide an argument for supporting their positions

with the locution why. Assuming that GR2 and GR3

are willing to collaborate, they can put forward the fol-

lowing arguments by using the locution assert :

Support argument of GR2:

SAGR2 = {IR,EC,< Premises, {DC2} >}

Support argument of GR3:

SAGR3 = {NVM,QU,< Premises, {DC3} >}

where the support set includes the premises of the prob-

lem description and the domain-cases used by GR2

(DC2) and GR3 (DC3) to generate their positions.

DC2 and DC3 can be considered as counter-examples

for each other (assuming that VM1overloaded subsumes

the feature VM1RU pointing out a peak in the usage

of this resource). As both GR2 and GR3 have a char-

ity dependency relation between them, neither GR2 nor

GR3 are committed by default to accept the argument

of the other agent. Then, GR1 has to evaluate the ar-

guments of GR2 and GR3 and decide between them.

Now, let us suppose that GR! is receiving constant in-

formation about the resources load from its local man-

ager (which in turn receives it from the local resource

monitor). Then, let us suppose that GR1 knows an ex-

tra premise that states that there is a current overload

in the virtual machine 1 (VM1Overloaded). This new

premise matches an argumentation schemes of its on-

tology, S1, which changes its value preference order in

case of any overload in a virtual machine (inspired by

Waltons’s argument for an exceptional case [20]):

Major Premise: if the case of x is an exception,

then the value preference order can be waived

and changed by EC<QU in the case of x.

Minor Premise: the case of overload is an ex-
ception.

Conclusion: therefore the value preference or-

der can be waived and changed by EC<QU in

the case of network overload.

Thus, this scheme will change the social context of the

attack argument that the GR1 is going to create. As the

support set of SAGR2 and SAGR3 contains a domain-

case, GR1 will try to propose a counter-example or a

distinguishing premise for these cases.

Thus, GR1 will check its case-base of domain-cases

to find counter-examples for DC2 and DC3. Suppose

that GR1 finds one counter-example for each case (DC1a

for DC2 and DC1b for DC3) which subsume the prob-

lem description of each of these cases (but also includ-

ing the new premise that states the overload of VM1),

but providing opposite solutions (e.g. ”Instantiate a

new VM” for DC1a and ”Internal Re-distribution” for

DC1b). It could, therefore, generate the following at-

tack arguments:
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Fig. 5 Argumentation state machine of the agents

AA1 = {NVM, QU,<Premises ∪ {VM1Overloaded},
S1, {DC1a}>}

to undercut SAGR2 by attacking its support element

DC2 with the counter-example DC1a. Here we assume

that by attacking the argument of GR2, GR1 supports

the argument of GR3 and then promotes quality (QU).

AA2 = {IR, EC,<Premises ∪ {VM1Overloaded},
{DC1b}>}

to undercut SAGR3 by attacking its support element

DC3 with the counter-example DC1b. Here we assume

that by attacking the argument of GR3, GR1 supports

the argument of GR2 and then promotes economy (EC).

GR1 will then try to find distinguishing premises

and will check that the problem description of domain-

cases DC2 and DC3 matches the extended description

of the problem (the original description plus the new

premise VM1overloaded). Then, GR1 realizes that DC2

does not match with the extended description and gen-

erates an attack argument to GR2:

AA3 = {NVM, QU,<Premises ∪ {VM1overloaded},
{VM1overloaded}>}

to undercut SAGR2 by attacking its support element

DC2 with the distinguishing premise VM1overloaded.

Again, we assume that attacking the argument of GR2,

GR1 supports the argument of GR3 and then promotes

quality (QU).

Now, GR1 has to select the argument that it will

pose to attack the positions of the other global regula-

tors. Note that, if we assume that agents always observe

their value preference orders when putting forward ar-

guments, GR1 would prefer to pose AA1 and AA3 first

than AA2 (since GR1 has the new value preference or-

der changed to EC<QU by the argumentation-scheme

S1). However, it has still to decide which AA1 or AA3

it would select to attack SAGR2. To do that, it checks

its argument-cases case-base to decide which is the best

argument to pose in view of its previous argumentation

experience. Now, let us suppose that GR1 finds a simi-

lar argument-case for AA3 that was unaccepted at the

end of a dialogue where it was also in the exceptional

situation of an overload in the VM1, shown in Table

1. However, a counter-example that also included the

extra premise, let us say DC4, was able to defeat the

argument represented by the argument-case. Therefore,

GR1 can infer that GR2 has enough pieces of evidence

to defeat the distinguishing premise attack AA3 at the

end of the dialogue. Thus, GR1 will use the locution

attack and put forward AA1 to attack the position of

GR2.

When GR2 receives the attack, it has to evaluate

the attack argument in view of its support argument.

Then, it will realise that SAGR2 does not defeat AA1

from its point of view, since GR1 has an authorisa-

tion dependency relation with it. Then, it would try to
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PROBLEM

Domain Context Premises ∪ {VM1overloaded}

Social Context

Proponent
ID = GR1
Role = Global Regulator
ValPref = EC<QU

Opponent
ID = GR2
Role = Global Regulator
ValPref = QU<EC

Dependency Relation = Authorisation

SOLUTION

Conclusion = ”Instantiate new VM”
Value = QU
Acceptability Status = Unaccepted

Received Attacks
Distinguishing Premises = ∅
Counter Examples = DC4

JUSTIFICATION
Cases = ...
Dialogue Graph = ...

Table 1 Argument-case representing SA1

generate more support for its position. In case that it

cannot find more support, GR2 would have to use the

no commit locution to withdraw its position posGR2.

If no more positions or arguments are generated, GR3

solution would be selected as the best to deal with the

overload problem of service FSS and GR1 will send it

an accept locution for its position. In this example, it

is not necessary for the Service Supervisor to validate

the solution because the high availability of the service

is ensured.

The dialogue finishes when no new positions or ar-

guments are proposed after a certain time. Then, the

global regulator that initiated the agreement process re-

trieves the active positions of the participants, and the

most accepted position (if several remain undefeated)

is selected as the final solution to propose. In case of a

draw, the final solution will be the most frequent posi-

tion generated by the global regulators during the argu-

mentation dialogue. Finally, once a position is selected

as the outcome of the agreement process, the global reg-

ulator sends it to the local manager of its physical ma-

chine and both would start the process to implement it

(with further negotiations if necessary). Also, at the end

of the argumentation dialogue, all agents update their

domain-cases case-bases with the new problem solved

and their argument-cases case-bases with the informa-

tion about the arguments proposed, with the attacks

received, the final acceptability state, etc.

3.3 Preliminary Evaluation of the argumentation

framework

With this scenario we have demonstrated how agents’

arguments can be computationally managed in the pro-

posed argumentation framework. The example shows

the way in which agents can use the knowledge re-

sources of the framework to generate, select and evalu-

ate positions and arguments. Also, it takes into account

the social context of agents to perform these activi-

ties. Our argumentation framework has also been im-

plemented and tested to enhance a real customer sup-

port application run by a Spanish company [5].

Let us show a real example where the argumenta-

tion framework solves an overload issue and, therefore,

a lost in the quality of service offered by the +Cloud en-

vironment. The test has been performed using a control

enviroment with high heterogeneous physical machines

(HP, Mac Server, Dell, etc.) with Centos linux oper-

ating system (https://www.centos.org/), the resource

of these server are also very heterogeneous in terms of

CPU, memory, storage, even the system architecture is

disparate.

Following the previous example (Section 3.2), where

the system avoids an overload problem due to an incre-

ment in demand; the FSS is going to be subjected to

a stress test where the system will have to adapt itself.

During this test, the argumentation framework will be

key, since it will making the best decision in order to

solve the overload problem.

The FSS characterization during the test will be the

following:

– The FSS will be deployed in two virtual machines

(VM1 and VM2)

– Each virtual machine will be deployed on a different

physical server (VM1R y VM2R).

– VM1R and VM2R host an unknown number of vir-

tual machines, and all the physical resources will

be shared among them. We assume that the re-

distribution of the resources at the intra-machine

level is not possible.

– The load balancer of FSS is allocated in VM1.

– The cloud environment will have an unknown num-

ber of physical servers.

The test consists of making a set of calls to a spe-

cific heavy web service exposed by FSS. This test is

designed so that the load of the service increments lin-

eally. There will be a set of threads that will be progres-

sively launched, this means that at the beginning of the

test, there will be just one thread and periodically one

new thread will be launched (each 3 seconds), up to a

maximum of 40 threads in parallel. The duration of the

test is about 130 seconds. Each thread, continuously

sends requests to the specified service of the FSS. This
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specific method is called GetFolderContents which re-

turns a list of folders and files of a specific path. In this

case, the specific path is the root system (’/’). In this

method, there is a special set of files and folders pre-

pared for the test. The response time varies between

0,5 and 4 seconds.

The vertical axis, in Figure 6 represents the response

time in seconds of each call to the method.

The above graph shows the process of re-distributing

the resources within the system. This process includes

the following steps:

1. The first part of the graph shows the linear incre-

ment in the number of requests. The tendency in

this part of the graph has a pronounced slope. See

Tendency before adaptation on Figure 6.

2. Once the service monitor detects that the quality

of service is decreasing (since there is a big number

of requests and the response time is bigger than 4

seconds), it notifies the problem to the service su-

pervisor of the FSS.

3. The service supervisor notifies the problem to the

local managers of VM1R and VM2R, but they can-

not perform an intra-machine re-distribution of re-

sources.

4. The service supervisor notifies the problem to the

global regulator of its physical machine.

5. The global regulator initiates an argumentation with

other global regulators, which are in other physical

machines. Although this argumentation is complex,

it does not give rise to a delay in the system. The

result of the argumentation is to instantiate a new

virtual machine in another server. See Argumenta-

tion Phase on Figure 6.

6. The next step is to adapt the system, this means

turning on a new VM in another server (VM3R)

and adding it to the FSS. As we can see in Figure

6 the load balancer retains the majority of the re-

quests temporaly and adding it the new VM to the

FSS. When the process is finished the load balancer

redirects the retained requests to the VM that offers

the service.

7. After the adaptation of the system, the response

time does not increase. It is necessary to take into

account that at the final part of the experiment the

number of queries is greater because there are more

threads running (up to 40).

8. Finally, it should be noted that the global tendency

of the response time increases but the adaptation

makes it possible to reduce the increase.

In the fifth step of the process, the system global regu-

lator has an argumentation dialogue with its peers. At

the beginning of this argumentation the global regu-

lator builds the problem, q, which is composed of the

following elements:

– p1 = {”Service” = FSS}, the identification of the

service, in this case FSS.

– p2 = {”Demand” = (response time = 4, 1),

(requests = 94), (quality = 0, 65)}, which is the

actual demand of the service represented by the av-

erage response time, the number of requests and the

calculated percentage of quality, respectively.

– p3 = {”VMs” = {VM1, V M2}} with the current

virtual machines of the services, the characteriza-

tion of each virtual machine is based on the vec-

tor < VMV > which includes information about the

processor, memory, hard disk, kind of service, band

wide, etc.

– p4 = {”Resources” = {VM1R, VM2R}} with the

current physical machines of the service, the char-

acterization of each physical machine is also based

on a vector < VPM > but it additionally includes

the free resources and an indicator of the objective

performance of the physical server.

– p5 = {”ResourcesUsage” = {VM1RU, VM2RU}}
with the current use of resources.

Then the problem q the argumentation dialog con-

tinuous as described in the before section 3.2.

4 Discussion

Recent research foresees the advent of a new discipline

of agent-based cloud computing systems on the Future

Internet. This paper identifies research opportunities

from the Multi-Agent Systems (MAS) technology to the

cloud computing paradigm and vice-versa. Agents are

intelligent, flexible, autonomous and proactive; all of

these features are needed by a cloud computing system

where the resources have to be re-distributed within

the system in order to cope with the demand.Current

literature, reflects few references of studies that com-

bine both agents and cloud computing paradigms: in

[11] software agents appear as a new cloud comput-

ing service which would represent clients in virtual en-

vironments; [12] presents a complex cloud negotiation

mechanism that supports negotiation activities in in-

terrelated markets; and [14] presents a service-oriented

QOS-assured cloud computing architecture. These con-

tributions pave the way for an interesting new area of

investigation in cloud-based multi-agent systems.

Argumentation-based agreement technologies, as a

proficient research area within MAS-based agreement

models, should echo these opportunities and contribute

toward the achievement of new challenges in agent-

based cloud computing. In recent years, the commu-
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Fig. 6 Results of stress test

nity of argumentation in MAS has advanced research

in many fields in the area of applying argumentation

theory to harmonise incoherent beliefs among agents

and to model the interaction among a set of agents

[15]; however, but the application of argumentation ap-

proaches to cloud computing is a new challenge. Specif-

ically, we have used an argumentation-based approach

to reach an agreement about the best solution to im-

plement for the re-distribution of resources when facing

a peak service demand. To the best of our knowledge,

we have presented the first argumentation-based solu-

tion for load-balancing services based on MAS coopera-

tion. Thus, we deal with one of the main challenges for

agent-based solutions to clouds software infrastructure,

which states the advantages of using agents to create

intelligent and flexible cloud services [2]. These include

Service Level Agreements (SLAs) based on negotiation

agents and load-balancing services based on MAS co-

operation.

In doing so, we propose the first (to the best of

our knowledge) argumentation-based solution for load-

balancing services based on MAS cooperation (one of

the open issues identified in [2]). Work is currently un-

derway the implement and test this system, in order to

analyze the viability and advantages of this approach.

Also, the advantages that this approach contributes

over direct resource allocation algorithms must be an-

alyzed.

With regards on further work, on the one hand,

in argumentation in cloud computing can elicit more

argumentation-based agreement models that enable agents

to argue and meet their goals within a society. Some

application examples may include: negotiating Service

Level Agreements; providing a method to harmonize

conflicts that arise in the adaption of the system to en-

vironmental changes; and enabling a collaborative de-

liberation to find the best alternative for service compo-

sition. On the other hand, in cloud computing paradigm

the future work will be focus on perform new test on

different environments (number of servers, demand of
the services, communication issues, etc.), as well as, the

improve of the current algorithms.
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Acronym Description
A Autorisation (agreement dependency relation)
C Charity (agreement dependency relation)

EC Economy (agreement objective)
DC Domain Case
FSS File System Storage (PaaS module)
GR Global Regulator (Role)
GS Global Supervisor (Role)
HM Hardware Manager (Role)
IaaS Infrastructure as a Service
LM Local Manager (Role)

LRM Local Resource Monitor (Role)
MAS MultiagentSystem as a Service
NM Network Monitor (Role)
OSS Object System Storage (PaaS module)

P Power (agreement dependency relation)
PaaS Platform as a Service
QU Quality (agreement objective)
RU Resource Unity
S Support set (agreement element)

SA Support Argument
SaaS Software as a Service
SD Service Demand

SDM Service Demand Monitor (Role)
SS Service Supervisor (Role)
VM Virtual Machine
VO Virtual Organizations

XaaS Something as a Service


